
Dear Ms. Cheri L. Harden (Commerce Commission Rate Expert) , 

While I have been encouraged by 
employees at Peoples Gas to write express my concerns to the \,.,onune]:"ce 
Commission, I have not, until now, felt the need to speak about the waste that 
ends with customers paying more than what they should. 

express my disbelief at your rubber stamping of the rate increases for basic 
services without questioning the numbers and analysis presented by Peoples in 
PGL Exhibit 12.9. 

All Peoples first and second tier field management employees know the costs 
related to daily work activity are inflated due to a very bad random work system 
that causes repeat visits to customer 10catioFls, l.ow productivity, and increased 
overtime. Additionally, employee misuse of <?ompany cell phones causes less, 
work to be performed while helping to set a.Jow level for daily acceptable work 
activity. 

While some believe more than thirty percent of. , 
expenses are costs can I I believe between fifteen and twenty-
five percent of costs associated with sucession tum-on, straight tum·-on t 

reconnections, and other basic work activity could be avoided and saved if we 
utilized our old organized work structure instead of the present random 
structure. 

It seems unreasonable, shortsighted, and customer unfriendly to permit twenty 
percent to sixty percent customer rate increases for these same basic services 
when the costs simply are not properly managed. 

Please reconsider your review and analysis of Peoples Exhibit 12.9, investigate 
the level of phone abuse (lost productivity = higher costs), and investigate the 
cost difference between our random system and the old organized daily work 

I have attached my co-workers overview of the various ways (including the 
random versus organized work system) that we can reduce costs. 
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Inefficient daily work organization wastes millions of dollars annually with well over 
120 million dollars wasted within the last six years. 

Imagine negotiating with your union and implementing a reasonable work schedule where 
Saturday becomes a regular work day instead ofhaving Saturday as a high-cost overtime 
day paid at time-and-a-half. This allows you to run a six-days-a-week customer service 
schedule where you can turn-on and shut-off gas via scheduled and controlled work activity 
while minimizing the time customers wait to get their gas turned on (improve customer 
service). 

Imagine that Chicago has 234 square miles and that Peoples customers reside within 215 of 
the 234 sq miles (O'Hare airport area square miles and some other square miles have few 
to no customers). 

Imagine using the six day schedule (7am-5pm) to improve customer service by dividing the 
city in half and performing activity in 108 of the square miles on MonIW ed/Friday (Red 
Area) while performing activity in the remaining 107 square miles on TueslThurslSaturday 
(Blue Areas). 

Imagine high-rise. multi-unit, and downtown square miles being placed in the Red (MIWfF) 
Area while predominantly single family housing areas are placed in the Blue (TuIThISat) 
Area. High rises and large multi-units tend to be custodian buildings with weekday (Mon
Fri) meter access. 

CHICAGO SHOWN AS SQUARE MILE AREAS FOR CUSTOMER WORK 
Typical square mile is 8 blocks by 8 blocks (Example: 79th to 87thliliState St to Halsted) 
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Imagine field personnel performing 25 to 40% more customer service work per day, 
reduced employee travel time by 30 to 60%. reduced vehicle accidents and accident costs 
due to reduced daily travel, service delivery at multiple apartments on the same day 
janitorial access is available (zero travel time). reduced fuel usage by 20 to 40%. ease of 
coordinating all field activity based upon the six-days-a-week customer service schedule, 
ability to easily return to a customer missed appointment due to immediate proximity, 
customer wait time for service being shortened by one to three days, increased supervisor 
to employee visits and contact due to proximity, and greatly improved customer service 
while reducing operating costs. 

Imagine developing a critical customer service response schedule that allows for customer 
service resolutions after regular hours (after 5pm) where the Red Areas are covered 
TuIThISat and the Blue Areas are covered M1WfF. This limited schedule simply enables 



I 

excellent customer response for the miniscule number of customers fully unable to be 
covered within the regular daytime schedule. 

Finally, imagine all the above in place and operating then being dropped because it was not 
initiated by the senior executive in charge. 

Either senior executive management: 
wanted the highest possible operating costs and highest possible bad debt (you look 
better if you are able to reduce from an all-time high) or..... . 

attempted to establish excessive baseline amounts for bad debt recovery and rate 
case relief or..... . 

simply did not and still does not have a clue regarding how to deliver a high level of 
customer service while reducing overall operating costs. 



2 
Inefficient collection activity organization wastes millions of dollars annually and has 
resulted in much higher bad debt than necessary. Inefficient collection activity is a part 
of the well over 120 million dollars wasted over the past six years. 

Presently, the historically high bad debt translates into a much higher uncollectible factor 
that results in higher than necessary bills for the paying customers (customers pay their bill 
plus a higher than-should-be bad debt recovery charge). 

Imagine utilizing the six-days-a-week customer service schedule as the foundation for 
performing your collection and field termination of service activity. 

Imagine performing field collection terminations on a by-square-mile cost effective basis 
instead of simply looking at who owes you the most money and performing collection shut
offs in a random, costly, and highly inefficient manner. 

Imagine performing collection shut-offs in the Red Area on Tuesday, Thursday, and 
Saturday (note: turn-on gas and other customer service work is performed in Red Area on 
M1WfF). Imagine performing collection shut-offs in the Blue Area on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday (note: turn-on gas and other customer service work is performed in Blue Area 
on TufThlSat). 

Imagine the Monday collection shut-off area (Blue Area) calling in for service restoration 
and being restored same-day by the group performing the Monday collection shut-offs or 
being restored by making an appointment for Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday as part of the 
Blue Areas regular customer service offering. 

cmCAGO SHOWN AS SQUARE MILE AREAS FOR FIELD COLLECTION WORK 
(Typical square mile is 8 blocks by 8 blocks -- Example: Belmont to Jrvingll/Asbland to Western) 

Imagine, given a six-day work week and 215 workable square miles, 6 square miles per day 
being worked in order to cycle through all collection field activity every 40 workdays 
(every 7 weeks). 

Imagine driving in payments and customer requests for payment arrangements without ever 
physically visiting the collection customer location. 

Imagine working collection (terminating service) in the two square miles labeled BI and 
B2 on Monday. This will produce, due to visibility of actual termination activity in square 



miles B I and B2, collection customer payments and collection customer requests for 
payment arrangements in the adjacent shaded areas -- all without having personnel 
physically visit the adjacent shaded areas. 

Customers, in areas Bland B2, requesting service restoration will be 
restored same-day (Monday) by the collection field group or call and 
schedule a Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday service restoration appointment. 

Imagine working collection (terminating service) in the two square miles labeled RI and 
R2 on Tuesday. This will produce, due to visibility of actual termination activity in square 
miles Rl and R2, collection customer payments and collection customer requests for 
payment arrangements in the adjacent shaded areas -- all without having personnel 
physically visit the adjacent shaded areas. 

Customers, in areas Rl and R2, requesting service restoration will be 
restored same-day (Tuesday) by the collection field group or call and 
schedule a Wednesday, Friday, or Monday service restoration appointment. 

Imagine collection field personnel performing 30 to 50% more collection terminations per 
employee per work day, reduced employee travel time by 30 to 60%, reduced vehicle 
accidents and accident costs due to reduced daily travel, collection service terminations at 
multiple apartments on the same day access is available (zero travel time), reduced fuel 
usage by 20 to 40%, ease of coordinating all field activity based upon the six-days-a-week 
customer service schedule, ability to easily return to a service termination customer 
location and perform a same-day restoration ofservice due to immediate proximity, 
customer wait time for service restoration being shortened by one to three days, payments 
being generated from adjacent collection customers, payment arrangements being 
generated from adjacent collection customers, and greatly improved customer service for 
collection customers while reducing operating costs. 

Imagine the full power of fully synchronizing the activities ofcollection and day-to-day 
customer service activity. 

Finally, imagine all the above in place and beginning to operate then being dropped 
because it was not initiated by the senior executive in charge. Either senior executive 
management wanted higher operating costs and higher bad debt, or senior executive 
management did not and still does not have a clue regarding how to deliver a high level of 
customer service while reducing overall operating costs. 
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Peoples Automated Meter Reading (AMR) allows for identification of accounts that 
were shut off but are showing usage (improperly tumed back on by the 
customer/resident). Failure to fully integrate this gas-improperly-on activity into 
regular collection activity has wasted millions of dollars. 

AMR system infonnation allows Peoples to react to these situations (turn offgas/contact 
occupant or customer/etc.) within 1 month of identified usage but Peoples can take a year 
or more (or never) to react. 

These thousands and tens ofthousands ofaccounts end up as a considerable portion ofthe 
bad debt. 10,000 or more accounts of this type owing an average of $1000 each produces 
$10,000,000 of Peoples annual bad debt. 

Because ofthe year or more (or never) response, these locations often (30-60% of the time) 
contain customers who move within the year or two of Peoples delay and their debt 
becomes costly or nearly impossible to recoup. 

Imagine these accounts being identified and quickly dropped into the system as orders for 
field action. They would be equivalent to field collection shut-off orders in the sense that 
the employee is visiting with the intent of shutting the gas off. 

Imagine these accounts being worked in the same efficient by-square-mile system on 
MlWIF when the same Blue Area receives regular field collection activity. 
Imagine these accounts being worked in the same efficient by-square-mile system on 
TuIThISat when the same Red Area receives regular field collection activity. 

Imagine the full power of fully synchronizing the activities of collection activity with day
to-day customer service activity and AMR identified gas-improperly-on activity. 

Finally, imagine all of the above in place and operating for a few months then being 
dropped because it was not initiated by the senior executive in charge. Either senior 
executive management wanted higher operating costs and higher bad debt, or senior 
executive management did not and still does not have a clue regarding how to deliver a 
high level ofcustomer service while reducing overall operating costs. 
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Peoples day-to-day distribution activity (install new services, repair service leaks, 
replace services, clear valve boxes, repair main leaks, valve inspections, etc.) is 
disorganized and one of the major contributors to poor initiation of the new work 
management system. 

Imagine distribution activities that require one day to perform a complete unit (service 
renewal, etc.) or one day to perform multiple units (valve inspections, etc.) being 
synchronized with field customer service activity. 

Imagine those performing one-day distribution jobs in immediate proximity to the workers 
performing the day's field customer service activity. 

Imagine a job (service tum-on) being completed in the field the day it was issued because 
the equipment necessary to clear the valve box is in the immediate area engaged in valve 
box clearing and other valve related activities. 

Imagine needing help because ofa more complex restoration of service and help being in 
the immediate vicinity. 

Imagine valve inspections being performed in the area where the day's field customer 
service is also being performed. 

Imagine increased supervisor face-time with field employees, reduced employee travel time 
by 30 to 60%, reduced vehicle accidents and accident costs due to reduced daily travel, 
service restorations at multiple apartments on the same day access is available (zero travel 
time), reduced fuel usage by 20 to 40010, ease of coordinating all field activity based upon 
the six-days-a-week customer service schedule, ability to easily return to a customer missed 
appointment location and perform a same-day restoration of service due to immediate 
proximity, customer wait time for service restoration being shortened by one to three days, 
and greatly improved customer service while reducing operating costs. 

Imagine the full power of synchronizing almost all customer service and distribution 
activity in existing systems before moving to a new work management system. Additional 
millions and millions will be expended because this was not done. 

Imagine three other operational items being fully synchronized with the six-days-a-week 
schedule. 

Finally, imagine the above in place and operating for a few months before being dropped 
because it was not initiated by the senior executive in charge. Either senior executive 
management wanted higher operating costs and higher bad debt, or senior executive 
management did not and still does not have a clue regarding how to deliver a high level of 
customer service while reducing overall operating costs. 
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Regulatory activity is presently so poorly organized there is no way for Peoples to 
meet the every-three-years main, service, and meter safety inspection schedule 
negotiated with the Illinois Commerce Commission. 

Years ago, the five-year main and service inspections should have been merged with the 
five-year inside meter safety inspections such that all service locations on a block were 
inspected and audited at the same time -- in order to facilitate a coordinated and systematic 
full system and data audit. 

Every year, one-fifth of the service territory could have been audited in addition to having 
the required regulatory inspections performed. 

Imagine, at the end of the five-year cycle, the entire system would have been audited with 
location and other data corrected within the system, in an orderly and systematic manner, 
prior to any new work management system being initiated. 

Imagine the full power of fully synchronizing the activities ofcollection activity with day
to-day customer service activity, AMR identified gas-improperly-on activity, and 
regulatory compliance activity. 

Imagine all of the above proposed as a course ofaction but not being acted upon because 
the senior executive in charge was not the initiator ofthe coordinated activity. Either senior 
executive management was not fully concerned with efficiently meeting regulatory 
requirements while controlling costs or senior executive management did not and still does 
not have a clue regarding how to integrate all activities and deliver a high level of customer 
service (regulatory activity is customer service) while reducing overall operating costs. 

Finally, imagine hiring thirty-five to sixty-five additional employees to handle the discrete 
"what to perform" workloads associated with regulatory compliance instead of following 
the much less costly path of"how to perform" the workload in an integrated and organized 
manner. The historical response of throwing people at it will simply result in another waste 
ofdollars and manpower in 2011 and beyond. 
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The present work management system conversion is not operating properly and will 
cost 60 to 100 million dollars instead of the original estimate of 27 million. 

Performing a data conversion into a new work management system when there was no-one 
who fully understood the current system was a recipe for disaster. 

The failure to fully integrate the five-year main and service regulatory surveys with the 
five-year inside meter surveys and, in effect, perform a system audit with full system 
corrections before a move to a new work management system was chaos spice for the 
existing disaster. 

Thirty million over budget and some costs are not being properly allocated to the project in 
order to keep the overall project cost below $100 million. 

Imagine a bad work model in an old system being moved to a new system and becoming a 
good model. It does not happen. As the sayings go, "garbage in =garbage out" and "you 
can't build a house on a footing ofsand". 

During work activity conversion into the new work management system, entire packets of 
work are unaccounted for and the result will be missing regulatory compliance targets and 
deadlines. 

Imagine incurring $40 million to $60 million ofover-budget costs because of simply not 
maintaining a solid foundation from which work activity could be easily translated from an 
existing system( s) to a new system. 
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Peoples own consultant - Liberty Consulting Group - identified a lack of qualified 
personnel as the most important issue facing Peoples from a gas safety perspective. 
In 2010, the consultant concluded there was a lack ofqualifications, knowledge offield 
activities, lack of experience, and lack of training within Peoples own safety auditing group. 

This lack ofexperience and inability to make the correct field decisions extends to 
management field supervision within the operating areas. One employee was killed in early 
2010 as a result of the prevailing acceptance of inexperienced supervision of field activities 
while, years ago, a portion of the city had gas service terminated due to the inability of 
inexperienced field supervision to properly read the direction and number of turns 
necessary to close a valve. 

In essence, despite the infonnation and complex reasons and rationale presented by Peoples 
operating area executive management and Public Relations executive management, 
inexperienced field supervision caused thousands ofcustomers in the Beverly 
neighborhood to be without gas during below freezing periods simply because the field 
crew and supervision did not properly shut a valve while a 2010 employee died due to the 
same disregard of the value of field supervision experience. 

We fully expect a fatal or near fatal event to occur during Peoples 201112012 accelerated 
main replacement program because ofthe potential present due to inexperienced 
supervision of the main replacements live gas work. 
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Peoples Pipeline Protection leak insurance plan bas 16,000 enrollees who pay $3 per 
month ($36 per year) for $300 ofyearly leak insurance. 

The insurance borders on being a scam because it only covers leaks at exposed piping and 
more than halfof the enrollees have almost all oftheir gas piping in areas that are not 
exposed -- covered by paneling, drywall, or ceilings. In the majority ofcases, the only pipe 
insured is the short section from the wall to the appliance. 

Peoples collects $540,000 annually from Pipeline Protection and pays out approximately 
$80.000 in benefits but does not properly account for all marketing expenses, all employee 
time spent on selling the program to all one million customers, or all costs incurred in 
administering the program for the 25% ofthe 16,000 enrollees who constantly churn by 
rolling-offand rolling-onto the program. 

For creating the program, certain Peoples executives received bonuses in excess of the 
programs total anmJal revenues. Including the total cost to initiate the program, bonuses 
paid to certain executives for creating the program, actual anmJal marketing costs, actual 
annual program maintenance costs, and the programs ongoing administrative costs, the 
Pipeline Protection program not only alienates customers, it also bas a payback that is in 
the 12 to 16 year range. 

A contributing fBctor to Peoples last place position in ID Powers annual utility customer 
satisfaction swvey and a total waste ofmoney - except for those executives who received 
six and seven figure bonuses and benefits for initiating the program. 

Why would anyone initiate a program that generates so much bad·will while only 
generating enough revenue to pay a small fraction ofthe chief executives annual incentive 
and bonus? 

There is a reason Ameren and Commonweahh Edison steer clear ofthis type ofprogram. 
In addition, Nicor's program is held in extremely low esteem by consumer advocates as 
well as state regulatory and enforcement entities, yet, Peoples plan is directly modeled after 
Nicor's plan. 
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We could give you reasons nine through sixteen of additional items and instances 
where Peoples has wasted millions and millions of dollars, acted in gender 
discriminatory ways, and acted in racial discriminatory ways --- and will do so if the 
above eight are not sufficient for your initial investigation, attention, and action. 

"r" " 
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Reducing costs while improving customer service can only occur ifan elegant solution. 
b8@i on simplicity, is ip place. 

a- Put a square mile marker on every account (100 N. Michigan in square mile A 
while 900 N. Michigan would be in square mile B, etc., etc.,) 

b- Develop a Chicago street address matrix containing every Chicago street name with 
address ranges indexed to the appropriate square mile (even numbered addresses of 
2 N. Michigan through 798 N. Michigan would all be contained within square mile 
A). This matrix allows you to verify proper markers on all accounts and identifies 
misspelled streets and any new streets or accounts added to the customer database. 

c- Customers call for an appointment and, based on their square mile, they are offered 
MlWIF or TuffhlSat within a six-days-a-week work schedule. This organization 
allows customers to obtain service one to three days sooner than any other system. 

d- Perform field collection activity (turning off gas) in sync with the six-days-a-week 
schedule. 

e- Perform gas-improperly-on activity (turning offgas) in sync with the six-days-a
week schedule. 

f- Perform regulatory compliance activity in sync with the six-days-a-week schedule. 
g- Organize regulatory activity with the six-day schedule in mind and with the intent 

ofobtaining and maintaining compliance (example: anmJa1valve inspections). 
cmCAOO SHOWN AS SQUARE MILE AREAS FOR CUSTOMER WORK 

Typical square mile is 8 blocks by 8 blocks (Example: 79th to 87*IIIISmte St to Halsted) 
R == Red Area of MlWIF B= Blue Area ofChicago TutrhlSa 

Perform 

Organize annual (performed every 12 months not to exceed 15 months) valve 
inspections by square mile (a group ofsquare miles). This allows you to move from 
intersection to intersection completing up to 75% more inspections per day than ifyou 
perform inspections randomly (due to inefficiency ofprior year's inspections being 
randomly performed and having random due dates throughout various square miles). 

h- In April, synchronize activity and perform valve inspections in & and R.b on 
MlWIF when other customer work is being perfonned. Also, in April, perform 
valve inspections in Ba and Bb on TutrhlSat when other customer work is being 
performed. Synchronize all other annual regulatOtY activity in the same manner. 

Imagine the above synchronization in place and beginning to operate then being 
dropped because it was not initiated by the senior executive in charge. Much higher 
operating costs (work performed per person minimized instead ofmaximized), much 
poorer customer service (during cold weather, customers waiting a week or more for 



gas to be turned on), and an inability to cost effectively comply with regulatory 
requirements were the result. 

Imagine a synchronized work management model in place and operating before any 
attempt to migrate work activity to a new work management system. 

Failure to provide the synchronized foundation has led to millions and millions ofnew 
work management project cost overruns, continued poor customer service (especially 
during tall's peak work season), much higher than necessary operational costs, 
ineffective use ofovertime and the added costs associated with overtime activity, an 
inability to obtain and maintain regulatory compliance, higher customer bills due to 
higher·than..necessary bad debt factors, and general disorganization. Total wasted 
dollars. over six years, could be well over 160 million dollars. 


